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Smartphone localization is essential to a wide range of applications in shopping malls, museums, office buildings, and other
public places. Existing solutions relying on radio fingerprints and/or inertial sensors suffer from large location errors and
considerable deployment efforts. We observe an opportunity in the recent trend of increasing numbers of security surveillance
cameras installed in indoor spaces to overcome these limitations and revisit the problem of smartphone localization with a
fresh perspective. However, fusing vision-based and radio-based systems is non-trivial due to the absence of absolute location,
incorrespondence of identification and looseness of sensor fusion. This study proposes iVR, an integrated vision and radio
localization system that achieves sub-meter accuracy with indoor semantic maps automatically generated from only two
surveillance cameras, superior to precedent systems that require manual map construction or plentiful captured images. iVR
employs a particle filter to fuse raw estimates from multiple systems, including vision, radio, and inertial sensor systems.
By doing so, iVR outputs enhanced accuracy with zero start-up costs, while overcoming the respective drawbacks of each
individual sub-system. We implement iVR on commodity smartphones and validate its performance in five different scenarios.
The results show that iVR achieves a remarkable localization accuracy of 0.7m, outperforming the state-of-the-art systems by
>70%.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Accurate and easy-to-deploy indoor localization is a key enabler for many applications on the horizon, such
as customer navigation in supermarkets, targeted advertisements in shopping malls, and augmented (virtual)
reality in public places. Since the role of localization is essential, minor errors may have significant impact. For
example, a few meters of error in location estimate can place a customer in a wrong aisle within a supermarket.
Meanwhile, high deployment costs may prevent the pervasive adoption of indoor location service.
Prior proposals achieving sub-meter accuracy usually require physical-layer Channel State Information (CSI)
or Ultra-wide Band (UWB) signal that are not available on commercial smartphones [28, 57]. WiFi-based fingerprinting [50, 53, 56, 61] and inertial-based pedestrian dead-reckoning (PDR) [43, 55, 62, 65] are more promising
for mobile and pervasive computing. However, these approaches suffer from both large location errors and
considerable deployment costs. It is well-known that PDR has intrinsically accumulative errors and can hardly
serve as a stand-alone tracking service on smartphones. Received Signal Strength (RSS) fingerprint-based solutions
yield meters of location error due to complex indoor multipath environments [45, 54]. In addition, fingerprinting
also involves a labor-intensive and time-consuming procedure of site survey to gather the RF signatures for each
location. What’s worse, such a cumbersome site survey may need to be repeated over time due to environmental
dynamics. Finally, as shown in Fig. 1a, indoor semantic maps are desirable to ensure the rationality of the
localization results (e.g. , pedestrians should not be located on a table, trajectories should not intersect with
walls). Unlike outdoor localization scenarios where we can obtain road network information from map service
providers (e.g. , Google Map), in indoor scenarios, the availability and quality of indoor floor-plans cannot always
be guaranteed.
Nowadays, surveillance cameras are pervasively deployed in public areas, such as shopping malls, museums,
galleries and so on [23]. In many occasions, it is even very common that multiple cameras cover overlapped areas.
Researchers realize that these widely installed surveillance cameras could provide complementary advantages to
conventional radio-based and IMU-based localization in terms of both accuracy and start-up efforts [7, 35, 49],
although vision-based tracking itself could be frequently blocked and fail to locate targets. Furthermore, as
computer vision matures, captured images are leveraged for not only pedestrian tracking [9, 33, 41], but also 3D
reconstruction of environments [10].
Intuitively, one can fuse the results of vision-based tracking and radio-based localization for improved accuracy.
However, translating this intuition into a practical system is non-trivial and faces three significant challenges:
• Absence of absolute location. As illustrated in Fig. 1b, vision-based tracking systems are capable of
framing pedestrians with bounding boxes in images, however, they cannot obtain absolute locations of
pedestrians in world-coordinate as radio-based systems. To solve the problem, many works [35, 49] need
manual calibration by users to acquire a projection matrix associating pixels in images with locations on
floor plans, which is labor-intensive. In recent years, some systems leverage Structure from Motion (SfM)
algorithm to reconstruct the indoor scenes and obtain absolute coordinates of objects [12, 31]. However,
these mechanisms usually require hundreds (even thousands) of overlapping images from multi-angle
of views and are mainly based on crowdsourced methods [64]. Such a large volume of images cannot be
obtained from a handful of ambient surveillance cameras in real-world scenarios.
• Incorrespondence of identification. As shown in Fig. 1c, the user ID provided by vision-based approaches (typically labels of pedestrians) cannot be directly associated with the user ID provided by
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Fig. 1. Challenges of fusing vision-based tracking and radio-based localization systems: (a) Rationality of localization results,
pedestrians cannot be localized into inaccessible areas. (b) Absence of absolute location. Vision-based systems cannot
obtain absolute locations of pedestrians in world coordinate. (c) Incorrespondence of identification. The user ID provided by
vision-based approaches cannot be directly associated with the user ID provided by radio-based approaches. (d) Looseness of
sensor fusion. Due to frequent LOS blockages, the generated traces are not smooth and continuous.

radio-based approaches (typically device ID, e.g. , MAC address of NIC). However, this association is a
prerequisite to integrate multimodal data.
• Looseness of sensor fusion. Existing works [7, 39] are loosely coupled: traces (or tracklets) are directly
generated by individual systems independently and then aligned to distinguish users and obtain a fused
trajectory. But they rely on an assumption that traces tracklets are accurately constructed from high
sampling rates of visual detection, which is hardly tenable in practical scenarios of frequent LOS blockages
and erroneous detections, as illustrated in Fig. 1d. Therefore, fusing at tracklet-level may degrade in
complicated circumstances, leaving room for improvement.
To tackle the above challenges, we design iVR, a tightly integrated vision and radio localization system that
achieves sub-meter accuracy with zero human effort. To obtain the absolute location, we propose an automatic
map construction algorithm to construct indoor maps and calculate the projection matrix using only a couple
of surveillance cameras. However, it is non-trivial to reconstruct a digital map using two cameras. Traditional
Binocular Stereo Vision (BSV) [8, 22] requires two identical cameras with parallel optical axes to capture the
same scene, which is impractical for surveillance cameras. In iVR, we first utilize the SfM algorithm [27] to
determine the relative pose between two cameras from their simultaneously captured images. Then, we generate
an equivalent image based on the relative pose according to the imaging principle [6]. The generated image
can be treated as captured by a virtual camera whose optical axis is parallel with the other. Finally, we feed
these equivalent images into a BSV algorithm and realize automatic map construction and projection matrix
acquisition, which was previously only feasible with dedicated binocular stereo cameras. Furthermore, we take
full advantage of video frames and construct indoor maps with semantic information to ensure the rationality of
localization results.
To associate user identifications and coalesce different data sources in the deep, we devise an augmented particle
filter to fuse the intermediate results reported by independent systems in early stages, thereby collaboratively
nip in the bud the estimated errors. The outputs of our fusion algorithm are (1) location estimates with enhanced
accuracy, and (2) associations between pedestrians detected in images and their locations determined by radiobased localization. The proposed particle filter also accounts for location rationality according to semantic
maps.
We fully prototype iVR on an Ubuntu server and four different types of smartphones. We conduct extensive
experiments in five scenarios, including two different laboratories, an office building, a classroom building and
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Fig. 2. System Overview

a floor of a shopping mall. The total size of the experimental areas is more than 5,000 m 2 . We localize and
track pedestrians for more than 20 hours, collecting 20.4k video frames. Evaluation results demonstrate that
iVR achieves a mean error of 0.7m and a 90-percentile error of 1.14m for localization, which outperforms the
state-of-the-art smartphones-based systems by more than 70%. The tracking success rate is more than 92% in all
of the experimental areas, touching 99% in laboratories.
The key contributions are summarized as follows:
• We design an automatic indoor semantic map construction method based on merely a couple of ambient
stationary cameras with unparalleled optical axes without manual calibration. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that constructs a physical map by using stationary surveillance cameras with
unparalleled optical axes.
• We propose a novel augmented particle filter algorithm that tightly couples measurements from multiple
orthogonal systems, including vision, radio, and IMU, and jointly estimates a target’s location with enhanced
accuracy and individual label, making the most of their complementary advantages while overcoming
the respective drawbacks of each individual system (e.g. frequent LOS blockages and high frame rate
requirement in vision systems, rough localization accuracy and cumbersome site survey in radio systems,
and accumulative errors and device placement limitation in inertial system).
• We prototype iVR and conduct extensive experiments in 5 scenarios with the comparison to four stateof-the-art approaches. The evaluation results shown that with zero on-site effort, iVR achieves sub-meter
accuracy (0.7m location error in average), outperforming existing systems by 70%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present an overview in Section 2, followed by detailed
presentation about automatic semantic map construction in Section 3 and multimodal localization and tracking in
Section 4. We implement and evaluate iVR in Section 5. We review the start-of-the-art in Section 6 and conclude
this work in Section 7.

2

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Fig. 2 sketches the system architecture of iVR. Multiple cameras continuously monitor public places (e.g. shopping mall, laboratory or office) and stream the recorded videos to the server. Meanwhile, the mobile device
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(e.g. smartphone) carried by a user logs RSS of wireless signals and IMU sensor readings and then sends them to
the server.
During the initialization phase, iVR uses video data recorded from cameras to automatically construct an
indoor semantic map of the current monitored area and derive a projection matrix that associates pixels in the
images with locations on the map. Thus, iVR does not require external floor plans or any labor-intensive site
survey.
During the localization phase, iVR takes as input the three types of data gathered at the server and tracks
pedestrians with each type of data. Each type of data has its unique advantages and drawbacks, which are briefly
introduced as follows. Video frames are processed to detect and localize pedestrians and project them on preconstructed indoor semantic map. As illustrated in Fig. 2, although it is unable to identify different pedestrians with
video frames, the number of pedestrians and their locations can be accurately calculated for further use. Wireless
signals are used to localize mobile devices held by their users according to signal propagation principle [13].
Compared with video data, it is able to identify different pedestrians, since the MAC addresses of mobile devices
are unique. However, simply using wireless RSS can only provide coarse localization results with intolerable
large errors, which need to be further refined. IMU readings portray relative moving trajectories of pedestrians.
When a pedestrian walks, iVR records the readings of the accelerometer and gyroscope on his mobile device and
then applies PDR to recognize steps and detect turns. Although lacking global location, once combined with the
other two types of data, IMU readings still help distinguish pedestrians and recover global trajectories. For this
purpose, iVR further adopts an Augmented Particle Filter to fuse intermediate results from the three types of data,
differentiate pedestrians and obtain accurate location and trajectory of each individual pedestrian. Finally, iVR
sends the tracking results back to each user, where the results might be further used by other location-based or
motion-based applications.
Thanks to the design of augmented particle filter, iVR systematically yields enhanced performance in localization
accuracy and tracking success rate, meanwhile overcoming respective drawbacks and limitations of each individual
system, which are listed below:
• Frequent LOS blockages and high frame rate requirement in vision systems. Vision-based localization and
tracking system requires a line-of-sight path between camera and target. Once the target is occluded, it is
difficult to re-identify it as the original target [7, 35]. Moreover, traditional visual tracking also requires a
high frame rate (e.g. > 15 fps), which is a severe challenge to bandwidth and computational resource.
• Coarse location accuracy and cumbersome site survey in radio system. RSS-range model based localization
approaches have been demonstrated coarse-grained and RSS fingerprint based solutions are well-known to
suffer from fingerprint spatial ambiguity and temporal instability [53], thus yields meters of location error.
What’s even worse, cumbersome site-survey which gather RF signatures for each location may need to be
repeated over time due to environmental dynamics.
• Accumulative errors and device placement limitation in IMU system. PDR suffers from significant accumulative errors due to the accuracy of the cheap IMU sensors in smartphones and users need to carefully
place the phone horizontally in front of their bodies [65], which is user-unfriendly and cannot be fulfilled
in practical usage.
In what follows, we first present the design of automatic semantic map construction and augmented particle
filter and then explain why iVR yields enhanced performance meanwhile overcoming respective drawbacks.

3

AUTOMATIC SEMANTIC MAP CONSTRUCTION

Automatically constructing indoor map and calculating projection matrix without human intervention is an
essential prerequisite to enable vision-based indoor localization with zero human effort. Since surveillance
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cameras have been pervasively deployed in public places, such as shopping malls, museums, and supermarkets, it
is straightforward to use images captured by these cameras to construct the indoor map.
In recent years, structure from motion (SfM) algorithm [27] has been utilized in many localization systems [12,
31] to reconstruct indoor scenes. However, such a classical mechanism is not suitable in our scenario, hundreds
(even thousands) of overlapping images are required for SfM to compute an accurate dense point cloud of
a POI [12, 48]. Without no doubt, such volume of images cannot be obtained from two ambient stationary
surveillance cameras in our scenario.
Fortunately, we discover that only two ambient cameras still retain the potential to construct indoor map. As
in the human visual system [26], two surveillance cameras act as two eyes of a person and form binocular stereo
vision (BSV), which can triangulate the 3D geometric information of any objects according to the difference of
view angles of the object in two cameras.
Translating this intuition into reality, however, faces a significant challenge: standard BSV requires two identical
cameras with parallel optical axes, which cannot be fulfilled by any pair of independently deployed surveillance
cameras in practice. To solve the problem, We partially exploit SfM that calculates the relative pose of two
cameras from their matched image [58]. Thus, we can calibrate the cameras with their relative pose and emulate
images captured by cameras with parallel optical axes.
Fig. 3 shows the logic flow of automatic map construction of iVR. Upon receiving new images from cameras,
iVR first extracts feature points from them. We select the SIFT [36] feature due to its highest matching accuracy
against other local image features. Then, SfM is carried out to detect correspondences of feature points in two
images and calculate the relative pose between two cameras with these correspondences. With the relative pose,
iVR virtually rotates the uncalibrated camera (e.g., the camera 2 in Fig. 3) to make its optical axis parallel with
the reference camera (e.g., the camera 1), and generate an equivalent image. After calibration, iVR apply BSV
to achieve 3D reconstruction and obtain depth information of correspondences of feature points. Finally, the
indoor map is constructed by estimating 2D locations of feature points and the semantic floor plan is generated
by clustering feature points with pixel-level segmentation information obtained from processing captured image
with neural network. The projection matrix from the camera image pixels to the map locations is also calculated
by associating feature points in the image and their projections in the map.
The key processes of automatic map construction are further introduced in detail.

3.1

SfM Calibration

iVR exploits the idea of SfM to calibrate a pair of independent surveillance cameras. First, SfM extracts feature
points (e.g. SIFT) from pictures and detects matches of feature points across multiple pictures. Then, SfM calculates
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 3, No. 3, Article 114. Publication date: September 2019.
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relative poses of pairs of cameras when these pictures are taken [58, 59] according to the location difference
between matched feature points in different images.
In iVR, surveillance cameras are fixed with location and orientation. Thus, images simultaneously captured
by these cameras are used as the input of SfM, and the output is the relative pose between the cameras. Fig. 4
illustrates the process of SfM calibration. For brevity, we denote the relative pose of two cameras as LL12T , where
T represents rotation matrix and Li the coordinate system of the i-th camera 1 . LL12T is computed by solving a
so-called Perspective-n-Point (PnP) [30] problem using SfM, as in Argus [58]. Then, the calibration matrix is
calculated as:
L 2∗
L2T

L∗

=LL12 T ·L12 T

(1)

L 2∗
L1

where T is the translation transformation matrix from L 1 to L∗2 and can be calculated simply as the location of
the cameras is prior knowledge.
L∗
Then, iVR projects feature points in the original image with the calibration matrix L22T to generate an equivalent
image. As shown in Fig. 5, according to imaging principle [6], the object, the corresponding feature point P in the
original image, the projection P ∗ in the equivalent image and the optical center of the lens L 2 (L∗2 ), are collinear.
In the coordinate system L 2 :
−−→
L 2 P = (u 2 , v 2 , −f )
(2)
and in the coordinate system L∗2 :

−−−→
L∗2 P ∗ = (u 2∗ , v 2∗ , −f )

where f is the focal length of the camera, (u 2 , v 2 ) is the pixel location of P in the equivalent image, and
the pixel location of P ∗ in the equivalent image. With the collinear principle:
L∗

(u 2∗ , v 2∗ , −f )T = λ L22T (u 2 , v 2 , −f )T

(3)
(u 2∗ , v 2∗ )

is

(4)

where λ is unknown scaling factor. Note that u 2∗ and v 2∗ can be solved from Eq. 4, as there are three variables,
u 2∗ , v 2∗ , and λ, and three equations. After the same process on each pair of matched feature points, we can obtain
an equivalent image 2 which can be treated as captured from virtual camera L∗2 , whose optical axes is parallel
with reference camera L 1
1 This

convention is brought up by [20], where the left superscript is the reference coordinate system and the left subscript is the objective
coordinate system. The multiplication of the rotation matrix requires that the reference coordinate system of the left operand is the same as
B
the objective coordinate system of the right operand, which is canceled with multiplication. For example, A t =A
B T · t means a vector t in
coordinate system B multiplied by rotation matrix A
T
,
and
the
result
is
the
t
in
coordinate
system
A.
B
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3D Reconstruction with BSV

The approach of acquiring 3D geometric information of objects with BSV is based on visual disparity [38]. Fig. 6
illustrates the schematic diagram of horizontally sighted BSV. The baseline between projective centers of two
cameras is denoted as b. The origin of the camera coordinate system L-x-y is at the optical center of the lens of
the camera. To simplify the calculation, camera images are drawn in front of the lens by the focal length of f . The
origin of the image coordinate system O-u-v is at the intersection of the image plane and the optical axis. The
u−axis and v−axis of the image coordinate system O-u-v are parallel with the x−axis and y−axis of the camera
coordinate system L-x-y respectively.
Suppose that x−axes of two cameras of BSV coincides with each other, and a 3D point P has corresponding
image points P 1 : (u 1 , v 1 ) and P2 : (u 2 , v 2 ) on the left and right image plane, then v 1 = v 2 . According to
trigonometry constraints:
xp
xp − b
, u2 = f
zp
zp
yp
v1 = v2 = f
zp
u1 = f

(5)

where (xp , yp , zp ) are coordinates of P in the left camera coordinate system, f is focal length of the camera. The
difference of coordinates P1 and P 2 , termed as visual display, is:
d = u1 − u2 = f

b
zp

(6)

With the knowledge of coordinates of points P 1 and P2 in two images, the 3D coordinate of P is determined as:
xp =

bf
bv 1
bu 1
, yp =
, zp =
d
d
d

(7)

q
xp2 + yp2 + zp2

(8)

And depth dp of pixel P1 on image 1 is:
dp =
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Semantic Map Construction and Projection Matrix Calculation

As shown in Fig. 7, the projection of P on the indoor map in real world coordinate O ∗ is determined as:
xp∗ = xp , yp∗ = yp

(9)
coordinate O ∗ .

Similarly, iVR localizes the projection of each feature point from image to world
We further use
Mask R-CNN [16] to realize instance semantic segmentation of the captured image at pixel level, after which we
will have the semantic information of each feature point. Then, projections with same semantic information are
clustered. Finally, we outlining the clusters and mark them as unaccessible areas, generate the indoor semantic
map. An example of indoor map is illustrated in Section 5.2.1. In general, clusters of projections of feature points
correspond to obstacles in the monitoring area, such as refrigerator, desks and wardrobes.
Finally, with the correspondence between the coordinates of feature points (u, v) in image O and that (x ∗ , y ∗ )
in world coordinate O ∗ , the projection matrix T is calculated by solving the optimizing problem:
Õ q
Minimize :
(x i∗ − ui∗ )2 + (yi∗ − vi∗ )2
(10)
1≤i ≤N
Subject to :
(ui∗ , vi∗ )T = T (ui , vi )T , 1 ≤ i ≤ N
where N is the number of feature points extracted from images. The projection matrix is further used to calculate
the locations of pedestrians in world coordinate according to their locations detected in the image plane.

4

MULTIMODAL LOCALIZATION AND TRACKING

Typical indoor scenarios are full of multimodal data, such as video frames captured by surveillance cameras,
and wireless RSS and IMU readings recorded by mobile devices. While localization with each type of data has
been extensively studied in works of literature, the fundamental limitations of these approaches, as discussed in
Section 2, are not easy to overcome. To tackle these challenges, iVR exploits advantages of each type of data,
design a tightly coupled fusion algorithm and realizes multimodal localization. In this section, we introduce first
the preprocessing step of obtaining localization results from each individual type of data, and then the fusion
step that merges intermediate results to differentiate pedestrians and improve localization accuracy.

4.1

Unimodal Preprocess

4.1.1 Detection with Vision. The vision part is designed to acquire precise locations of pedestrians, yet without
knowing their identities. To achieve this goal, we adopt Mask Region-based CNN (Mask R-CNN) [16] in iVR,
which is the state-of-the-art framework for instance recognition and segmentation. In iVR, we use the Mask
R-CNN network pre-trained on modified COCO dataset [32], which is dedicated to fast and robust human
recognition and segmentation in any scene.
The reason of leveraging Mask R-CNN to detect pedestrians instead of using Category Free Tracking (CFT)
algorithms [7, 14, 18] to track pedestrians is CFT algorithms need high frame rate to identify pedestrians. But in
practical multi-camera scenarios, the network bandwidth and available computational resources cannot fulfill the
requirement. Section 5.2.5 demonstrates that in our experiment, Mask R-CNN can obtain satisfactory result
even with a low frame rate (e.g. 1 fps).
When a new video frame is uploaded to the server, iVR uses Mask R-CNN to detect and localize pedestrians
in the frame. We denote the coordinates of pedestrians in the image coordinate system as {ti , < ut1i , vt1k >
Ct

Ct

, < ut2k , vt2i >, . . . , < uti i , vti i >}, where ti is the timestamp of the i-th frame and Cti is the total number of
pedestrians detected in the frame. Then the projection matrix T obtained in automatic map construction is applied
Ct
Ct
to calculate the locations of pedestrians {ti , < x t1i , yt1i >, < x t2i , yt2i >, . . . , < x ti i , yti i >} in the world coordinate:
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(x tki , ytki )T = T (utki , vtki )T

1 ≤ k ≤ Cti

(11)

4.1.2 Pedestrain Dead-reckoning with IMU. The PDR sub-module is designed to use the accelerate, gyroscope and
magnetometer data to perform two key functions. First, it reliably determines whether the pedestrian is walking
through step detection. Second, it provides particle filter with a rough estimate of the new step’s orientation. For
practical usage in the real world scenario, both key functions should be device placement-independent because
pedestrians would not always hold their phones horizontally in front of their bodies, as assumed by many related
works [62, 65].
For step detection, iVR first uses the smooth filter to filter out noise in accelerometer readings. It then calculates
the variance of accelerometer magnitude within a window, which further distinguishes stationary and walking
states by an empirical threshold. If the user is in the walking state, it detects steps by searching rising edges with
adequate peak values of accelerometer magnitude, as shown in Fig. 8.

X-axis

Y-axis
Walking
threshold

Z-axis

Stationary

Fig. 8. Acc. data processing for step detection

For the orientation measurement of a new step, we adopt the placement-independent algorithm proposed in
Zee [43], which takes as input the inertial sensor samples and outputs relative orientation change during one
step.
The output of the PDR submodule is a tuple: < t j , ht j , α t j >, where t j is the timestamp, ht j is the heading
direction at time t j and α t j is an binary variable, indicating whether there is a step at time t j .
4.1.3 Localization with Wireless Signal. Although it is theoretically sufficient to only use video and IMU data to
localize and identify pedestrians, in some practical cases errors are inevitable. For example, when two pedestrians
walk together in a corridor, they may have identical moving patterns that cannot be distinguished by IMU data
solely. Therefore, iVR further adopts wireless localization.
In recent years, RSS-fingerprint-based localization algorithms are the mainstream of indoor localization [17],
however, these systems also involve a labor-demanding and time-consuming procedure called site-survey. What’s
even worse, such a cumbersome site-survey may need to be repeated due to environmental dynamics. In iVR, the
goal of the wireless sub-module is to help differentiate pedestrians, so we adopt the range-based RSS localization
method which is light-weight and fully circumvents labor-intensive site-survey.
By our design, the server collects RSS of wireless signals as well as MAC addresses of mobile devices, and
roughly calculate global coordinates of each pedestrian. Specifically, iVR uses the long-distance path loss model,
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which describes the relationship between the RSS Rd and the distance d between transceivers:
Rd = Pd0 − η10lд

d
+ Xσ
d0

(12)

where Pd0 is the reference RSS received at distance d 0 , η is the path loss exponent and X σ is some random noise.
In general, a mobile device sends RSS data {tk , < id 1 , R t1k >, < id 2 , R t2k >, . . . , < id N , R tNk >} to iVR server,
where tk is the timestamp and N is the total number of anchors in the environment. Then, according to Eq. 12,
iVR ranges the mobile device and each anchor. The output is {tk , < id 1 , dt1k >, < id 2 , dt2k >, . . . , < id N , dtNk >}.

4.2

Tightly Coupled Multimodal Fusion

4.2.1 Pedestrian Association. Before fusing the results from multimodal data, it is necessary to associate visual
detection result of each pedestrian with pedestrian dead-reckoning trace during the time interval of two successive
video frames.
Suppose at timestamp ti , the vision detection result of frame i is {< x tmi , ytmi >}, 1 ≤ m ≤ Cti and the
corresponding dead-reckoning result is < ti , hti , α ti >. The association problem is formulated as
n q
Õ
arg min
(utπim+1 − x tmi +1 )2 + (vtπim+1 − ytmi +1 )2
πm

m=1

utπim+1 = x tπim + ∆α ti cos(hti )

(13)

vtπim+1 = ytπim + ∆α ti sin(hti )

where n is the smaller value between Cti and Cti +1 , πm is a permutation of the sequence (1, 2, . . . , n), and
x πi = (x π1 , x π2 , . . . , x πn )T is a permutation of the original vector x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n )T , and ∆ is the step length
and is set to 0.6m in iVR. Eq. 13 can be viewed as finding best matches between the video detection at time ti+1 ,
and the prediction derived from the video detection and corresponding pedestrain dead-reckoning result. This
problem is solved with the Hungarian algorithm [29].
4.2.2 Deep Fusion with Particle Filter. The preprocessing step yields vision detection results {ti , < x tmi , ytmi >}, 1 ≤
m ≤ Cti , dead-reckoning results < t j , ht j , α t j >, and wireless localization results {tk , < idr , dtrk >}, 1 ≤ r ≤ N .
iVR further combines these intermediate results into an augmented particle filter on a per-step basis. We denote
the set of particles as X = {X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , . . . , X N }. The state of each particle X i =< x i , yi , hi , w i >, where (x i , yi ) is
the current location, h®i is the heading direction, and w i is the weight.
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Particle Movement. iVR first uses pedestrian dead-reckoning results to calculate movements of particles. As
shown in Fig. 9a, the k t h location of the i-th particle is updated as:
x ik = x ik −1 + α ik (δik + ∆)cos(hki + θ ik )
yik = yik−1 + α ik (δik + ∆)sin(hki + θ ik )

(14)

To compensate the length variations of walking steps and noises of heading measurements, zero mean Gaussian
noises (δik and θ ik ) are added. Then, iVR checks whether the movement of each particle violates any indoor
environmental constraints (e.g. moving into the wall or furniture) and eliminates outliers. For each valid particle,
iVR further updates its weight.
Particle Weight Assignment. Initially, all particles are equally weighted, i.e., w i = N1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . After
updating particle locations, particle weights are adjusted according to vision detection results and wireless
localization results.
On the one hand, as shown in Fig. 9b, particles whose range to each wireless anchor is similar to the wireless
localization results deserve higher weight. Specifically, the weight of the i th particle is updated as:
wi = wi ∗

M
Ö

e

−(d r −d is ir )2
2∗Σ2

(15)

r =1

where M is the total number of beacons, d r is the range between the mobile device and the r th anchor calculated
from wireless RSS, and hri is the range from the coordinate of the i-th particle. Σ is the normalized parameter and
set to 0.9 in iVR.
On the other hand, Fig. 9c illustrates the weight assignment by vision detection results. Particles that are closer
to vision detection results will have higher weights, which are additionally updated as:
−fi2

w i = w i ∗ e 2∗Σ2

(16)

q
fi = arg min (x i − v xa )2 + (yi − vya )2

(17)

where
1≤a ≤C

fi indicates the nearest distance between the i-th particle and vision detection results {(v xa , vya ), 1 ≤ a ≤ C}.
Particle Re-sampling. After updates of particle weights, iVR re-samples particles according to their new
weights. The re-sampling process is as follows:
(1) Normalize weights: w i = Í w i w j , where N is the total number of existing particles.
1≤j ≤N
Í
(2) Randomly
generate a number m ranging from [0,1) and determine the index n which make 1≤j <n w j ≤
Í
m < 1≤j <n+1 w j .
(3) Create a new particle that is the same as X n (X n =< x n , yn , hn , w n >).
(4) Repeat the step (2) and (3) until the desired number of re-sampling particles have been generated.
Thus, particles with smaller weights are gradually discarded as disparities of the particles against wireless
localization and vision detection results continuously reduce their weights.
Position Decision Strategy. The distribution of particles reflects the likelihood of the real position. Two
common approaches are used to determine the target position from particle distribution. One is to set the position
of the particle with maximum weight as the target position. The other is to calculate a weighted average of all
particles as the target position. Through experiments, we observe that the former approach converges more
quickly but has more fluctuations during tracking, while the latter approach needs a longer time to converge but
yields stabler position estimation. Thus, iVR combines two approaches by initially selecting the particle with
maximum weight, and switching to a weighted average once after convergence. For the weighted average result,
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Table 1. Data collection in different scenarios

#
1
2
3
4
6

Building type (Areas)
Size(m2 )
Laboratory 1 (Whole room) 120
Laboratory 2 (Whole room) 230
Office (Whole floor)
600
Classroom (Public areas)
1,360
Shopping mall (Public areas) 2,130

#Beacons
5
12
20
40
40

#Cameras
4
3
3
6
7

#Frames
10.8k
9k
2k
2.4k
3.6k

Duration
10h in 1 week
6h in 2 week
2h in 2 days
2h in 3 days
3h in 1 days

only the top 50% most weighted particles are used. With augmented particle filter, iVR fuses multimodal input
and is able to obtain highly accurate and distinguishable trajectories for each pedestrian.
4.2.3 Rationale Behind Tightly Coupled Multimodal Fusion. As aforementioned, the enhanced particle filter,
overcoming the defects of each individual submodule, can boost localization accuracy and improve the robustness
of tracking. In this subsection, we explain the rationale behind this delighting performance.
First, from a mathematical perspective, particle filters are a realization of the Sequential Monte Carlo method [47].
They estimate system states reliably even when input data are non-Gaussian, nonlinear and even noisy, which is a
true profile of our data comprising wireless localization, IMU based dead-reckoning (PDR) and visual recognition
bounding box.
Second, in terms of each individual sub-module, the visual system can acquire accurate localization of pedestrians though it cannot distinguish and track pedestrians; PDR and wireless localization system can distinguish
and track the users as well as localizing them despite the rough accuracy and accumulative error. Intuitively, if
these advantages can be combined together, the system will gain satisfying performance. The design of particle
movement and particle weight update strategy in iVR exactly reflects this purpose.
In iVR, the particle movements comply to the orientation and length of each step of PDR, but their weights are
only updated according to their proximity with visual localization results. Thus, as shown in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9c,
although PDR is imprecise, particles shifted or wrongly positioned have decreasing weights. That said, particles
around visual recognition results are assigned higher weight even the visual system is suffering exceptions. For
example, two pedestrians gather in one spot such that the visual system cannot distinguish them. In this case, the
wireless localization, which keeps tracking of the global coordinates of the particles, plays an important role
in distinguishing users by converging particle weights to the true individual pedestrian (as shown in Fig. 9b).
This is similar to the cases when pedestrians are occluded from the sight of the camera by huge furniture, or
when the visual system wrongly recognizes something else as a pedestrian. All these exceptions of visual results
are handled by PDR and wireless localization. They maintain tracking of the true user, though less accurate, but
when the visual system resumes its normal state, the pedestrian is accurately localized again.
Therefore, comparing to any sub-modules, the whole system improves localization accuracy, distinguishes
different pedestrians and overcomes their respective defects.

5 IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EVALUATION
5.1 Experimental Methodology
In this section, we first introduce the experimental settings and then present the detailed evaluation.
5.1.1 Experimental Scenarios. We conducted extensive experiments in two laboratories, a whole floor of an office
building, a classroom building and 1st floor of a shopping mall. As shown in Fig. 10, these areas have different
floor layouts, diverse wireless environments, and distinct user behavior patterns. In particular, the crowded
shopping mall is the most dynamic. There are many people in office buildings in the daytime, which will be
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Fig. 10. Experimental areas

empty in the night. The classroom buildings are crowded or empty to different extents depending on the course
schedule. While there are a reasonable number of users in the laboratory most of the time.
The data collection details are summarized in Table 1. We also employ six phones of four different types that
are manufactured by different companies for data collection, including two HUAWEI P10, one Lenovo Phab2 pro,
two Google Nexus 6p and one Google Pixel, which are equipped with different types of wireless chips and IMU
sensors.
5.1.2 Experimental Setup. The client side of iVR is implemented on the Android platform with all of the devices
mentioned above, which logs accelerometer and gyroscope readings at 100Hz meanwhile samples Bluetooth
ibeacon signal at 60Hz. HIKIVISION-H100 is used as IP cameras to record and continuously stream videos to
the server, the size of each frame is 960 × 680 pixels. In each experimental scenarios, there are 2-7 surveillance
cameras deployed. The server we use is a Lenovo IdeaPad-Y700 with i7-6700HQ CPU of 2.6GHz main frequency
and 16G RAM, runs the Ubuntu 16.0.4 operating system. For Mask R-CNN, the GPU we used is TITAN V with
Cuda version 9.1.85 and cudnn-7.05. For SfM, we use and modify Bundler [48], an online open-source SfM project.
And we use VisualSFM [52] to validate and visualize the results.
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Fig. 11. Comparison between indoor map automatically constructed and ground-truth floorplan. (a) Indoor map of laboratory
1 automatically constructed by iVR. (b) Floorplan of laboratory 1 provided by the administrator. (c) Vision projection error
under automatically constructed and manually calculated matrix.

5.1.3 Ground Truth Acquisition. In order to obtain the ground truth, which is the accurate location of each
pedestrian, we recruited 5 volunteers to watch large amounts of surveillance videos, artificially differentiate and
track each pedestrian and manually mark their locations on a 2D indoor map. For video frames, volunteers mark
a set of tuples (ti , ID, location) recording each pedestrian’s location at timestamp ti . Totally, our ground truth
database has about 35k records 2 .
In experiments, we principally test two aspects of performance about iVR: tracking success rate and localization
accuracy. The tracking success rate reflects the ability of iVR to distinguish and track different pedestrians.
Localization accuracy demonstrates the overall performance of the system including image-map projection error,
particle filter fusion deviation, and pedestrian mismatch. Generally speaking, if pedestrian mismatch occurs, it
will result in large localization bias.
5.1.4 Comparative Methods. To extensively evaluate the performance of iVR, we additionally implement four
different state-of-the-art approaches for comparison, which have been proposed to enhance the primary wireless
fingerprinting.
1) Horus [63]: A classical probabilistic algorithm that computes the probability distribution of the RSS values
at each location as the fingerprint metric, and retrieves the targets of the maximum likelihood as estimated
locations.
2) GIFT [46]: A metric of binary differential value between RSSs observed at two adjacent locations is exploited
as replacements to the original RSS values as fingerprints.
3) ViViPlus [60]: Embrace the spatial awareness of RSS values in a novel form of RSS Spatial Gradient (RSG)
matrix for enhanced WiFi fingerprints.
4) PHADE [7]: A most related system that extracts human motion features from both video and IMU sensors
whereafter fuses the two results to identify and track different users.
iVR can not only localize stationary pedestrians but also track mobile pedestrians. Our experiment with
comparative systems includes two parts: localization and mobile tracking. In the first part, we compare iVR with
Horus, GIFT, and ViViPlus; In the second part, iVR is compared with PHADE and extended ViViPlus and Horus
fusing IMU samples with a traditional particle filter.

5.2

Performance Evaluation

5.2.1 Performance of Automatic Map Construction. As mentioned above, automatic semantic map construction
is the key function of iVR. We first examine the effectiveness and accuracy of the function. Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b
is the automatically constructed result and ground-truth of laboratory 1. The total width and length of the
2 Data

can be found at https://github.com/xujingao13/iVR.
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(a)
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(c)
Fig. 12. Overall performance comparison with state-of-the-art systems. (a)Different methods localization accuracy.
(b)Different methods of tracking accuracy. (c) Comparing iVR with PHADE in different areas.

constructed map are similar to the actual floorplan. Moreover, an automatically constructed semantic map also
displays obstacles in the real environment, which is a richer source of information than simply floorplan. iVR
use the information to restrict particle’s movement as described in Section 4.2.2. Fig. 11c depicts the projection
error of automatically calculated and manually calibrated projection matrix in different areas. As shown, the
automatically constructed matrix achieves nearly equal performance with manually calibrated matrix in laboratory
and office, however, resulting in some large errors (>2m) in the shopping mall. The reason is perspectives of
surveillance cameras deployed in shopping malls may enjoy larger differences than other areas, which may lead
to SfM Calibration function partial invalid. However, compared with manual calibration which is labor-intensive,
automatic calculating the matrix is a zero-cost and effective method.
5.2.2 Performance Comparison. Fig. 12a depicts the performance of the proposed iVR as well as three other
comparative systems in indoor localization scenarios. As shown iVR achieves the best performance among all
comparative systems. The average accuracy of iVR is 0.7m which outperforms Horus by 79.7%, GIFT by 77.2%
and exceeds ViViPlus by 67.8%. As for the performance of mobile tracking, as shown in Fig. 12b, the average
accuracy of iVR is 0.86m which outperforms PHADE, extended ViViPlus and Horus by 81.2%, 73.6%, and 42.8%.
The 95th percentile accuracy outperforms these systems by 60.8%, 40.5%, and 47.2%, respectively.
Furthermore, we meticulously compare iVR with PHADE, which is the most recent system that also based on
vision and inertia sensor to differentiate and track pedestrians. As shown in Fig. 12c, iVR significantly outperforms
PHADE by at least 25% in all experimental scenarios. iVR and PHADE are both vision-based systems that may
suffer from frequently LOS blockages and thus fail to track objects continuously, we further examine the tracking
success rate of these systems which is defined as the association accuracy rate between continuous video frames.
As shown in Fig. 13, the tracking success rate achieves more than 90% in all areas and outperforms PHADE by
more than 10%, traditional vision-based tracking systems like CFT [33] by more than 40%.
The results demonstrate iVR achieves remarkable performance gains based on fusing vision, wireless and
inertial sensors. It is worth mentioning that iVR is zero-cost, without human intervention, compared with other
systems, iVR doesn’t need to conduct site-survey, maintain RSS fingerprint database or calibrate projection matrix
manually.
5.2.3 Performance in Different Areas. We evaluate the performance in four different experimental floors as
illustrated in Fig. 10, including two laboratories, an office building and a floor in a large shopping mall. Fig. 14 shows
the performance of iVR in different areas. As seen, iVR yields an average accuracy of 0.86m in the laboratories,
0.76m in the office building and 1.23m in the classroom, 1.29m in the shopping mall. The corresponding 95th
percentile location errors in these three buildings are 3.09m, 2.09m, 3.36m, and 3.41m respectively. The result
shows iVR yields similar performance regardless of the environmental difference.
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Fig. 13. Tracking success rate in different areas

Fig. 14. Different areas

Fig. 15. Effectiveness of fusion

Fig. 16. Different frame detection
rate

Fig. 17. Different pedestrian number

Fig. 18. Different device placement

Fig. 19. Different noise strength

Fig. 20. Different particle number

5.2.4 Performance of Fusing Sensors and Video. To demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy enhanced of
fusing multiple sub-systems, we de-couple the three sub-systems in our iVR and evaluate the performance of each
module and some combinations of them. Fig. 15 shows the performance of each combination of these modules.
As seen, our complete system iVR outperforms Wireless+Vision sub-system by 38%, Wireless+PDR sub-system
by 64% and individual Wireless module by more than 80%. The result shows the effectiveness of our system
to fuse radio sub-system, vision sub-system, and inertial sub-system. In general, vision sub-system provides
high-accuracy but label-free pedestrian localization result, coarse but with an individually pedestrian label is
provided by radio sub-system. The corresponding trajectory of a pedestrian, which is calculated by the inertial
sub-system will be further used to associate the above two results.
5.2.5 Impact of Frame Detection Rate. We also examine the impacts of frame detection rate, which high rate
will lead to abundant computational complexity and the lower rate will reduce the tracking success rate. As
shown in Fig. 16, the tracking success rate is 99%, 93% and 91% under frame detection rate at 2fps, 1fps and 0.5fps
respectively. Compared with PHADE and simple vision-based tracking system, iVR increases the success rate for
at least 7.3%, especially at the low frame detection rate, iVR increases for more than 15%.
5.2.6 Impact of Device Placement. We evaluate the robustness of iVR on different device placements. We asked a
user to carry his smartphone: (1) horizontally in front of body, (2) naturally in his hand, (3) in his trouser pocket,
and (4) in his backpack, and walking around for 5 minutes, respectively. We test the localization accuracy of
iVR in these cases. As shown in Fig. 18, iVR yields an average accuracy of 0.76m, 1.55m, 1.25m and 1.09m under
different device placement respectively.
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The results demonstrate that iVR resists to diverse device placement, and the rationale is from two aspects: first,
iVR searches rising edges of accelerometer magnitude to detect steps and resorts to PIME algorithm proposed in
Zee [43] to calculate relative direction change, both of which have been demonstrated independent of device
placement; second, as described in Section 4.2.3, pedestrian dead-reckoning results are further restricted into a
reasonable range by vision detection and wireless localization result.
5.2.7 Impact of Multiple Pedestrians. We further examine the impacts of multiple pedestrians using iVR. As
shown in Fig. 17, iVR achieves 99%, 98%, 95%, 94%, 92% tracking success rate for 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 users respectively.
The performance degrades as the number of users increases because the occlusion between people happens more
frequently as there are more users walking in the limited area. This can be mitigated by setting the cameras
higher or on the ceiling. Anyhow, iVR outperforms PHADE by more than 5%, and when the number of users
increases from 2 to 10, the rate soars to 11%. The enhanced performance lies in the design of augmented particle
filter: when the visual system fails to detect a user, wireless localization and PDR will help keep tracking of
the global coordinates of the pedestrian, and once the visual system resumes its normal state, the pedestrian is
accurately localized again.
5.2.8 Tracking Robustness under Blockage. We evaluate the robustness of iVR by introducing visual blockage
deliberately into our vision sub-system by randomly eliminating detection results. For moderate blockage (low
strength noise), 20% of the detection results are dropped and for severe blockage (high strength noise), the drop
rate increases to 40%. As shown in Fig. 19, the average accuracy of iVR under moderate and severe blocakge
maintains 0.96m and 1.15m respectively. The result indicates that although in the real environments, vision-based
algorithms may suffer from temporary blockage, the fusion of wireless and IMU module in iVR is helpful to
overcome failures of user identification in the vision module and maintain high localization accuracy of iVR.
5.2.9 Impact of Particle Re-sampling Number. In the above, we use 500 particles in our particle filter. Now we dig
into the performance of iVR when using different numbers of re-sampling particles ranging from 50 to 10,000. As
shown in Fig. 20, the average location error decrease from 1.12m to 0.94m when the number of particles increases
from 50 to 500 and maintains the accuracy although the number further increases. The standard deviation
decrease from 0.32 to 0.10 when the number of particles increases from 50 to 10,000 but also almost equal to 0.13
when number ranging from 500 to 10,000. So in iVR, using 500 particles is a trade-off between system accuracy
and computational complexity.
5.2.10 System Latency. The frame detection rate in iVR is set to 2fps, the rationale is normal pedestrian will
move 0.8m during 0.5s which is about 20 pixels reflected in the 960 × 680 video frame. Vision detection is the
majority of time-consuming, in iVR, the average detection time using Mask R-CNN framework is 0.32s. During
this time, the wireless module and the IMU module will calculate in parallel. For augment particle filter, one round
from particle re-sampling to position decision takes average 0.11s at a particle number of 500. So the latency is
0.43s in iVR once after system sample a video frame. In a nutshell, iVR accomplishes pedestrian detection and
localization within the system video sampling interval of 0.5s and runs fluently in real-time.

6

RELATED WORKS

Indoor localization has attracted vast research efforts during the past decades. We briefly review the most related
latest works in the following.
Easing Deployment. Site survey has been a major bottleneck for fingerprint-based localization, which is
time-consuming and labor-intensive. Among various research efforts, recent crowdsourcing-based approach
shed promising light in easing the site survey costs [43, 50, 61]. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
techniques are incorporated to avoid the training costs, which result in a set of technique advancements including
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WiFiSLAM [11], GraphSLAM [21], and SemanticSLAM [1]. In addition to radio maps, pioneer works including
[12, 37, 44, 48] further consider automatic construction of floorplans, which is a prerequisite for any locationaware application. Specifically, JigSaw [12] leverages crowd sensed images captured from mobile users and
extracts the position, size and orientation information of individual landmark objects. OPS [37] uses images taken
from users to create an approximate 3D structure of the object and camera, and applies mobile phone sensors
to scale and rotate the structure to its absolute configuration. These relevant works effectively reconstruct 3D
structures of indoor environments, however, require hundreds of overlapping images as input. Differently, iVR
exploits the power of binocular stereo vision to automatically construct an indoor semantic map using only two
images captured from ambient stationary cameras with unparalleled optical axes, which is demonstrated to be
more efficient and requires zero human effort.
Sensor-assisted Indoor Localization. Wireless-RSS-fingerprint-based indoor localization has been demonstrated to suffer from dynamic environment. Some works resort to extra information sources beyond WiFi
measurements to gain better accuracy. Ranging via acoustic signals [34] or WiFi Direct [25] among multiple
devices are introduced to alleviate fingerprint ambiguity. Fusing inertial sensor data also attracts extensive
studies. SurroundSense [4] integrates various sensor hints as multi-modal fingerprints for localization. More
commonly, motion information is fused to provide relative locations to improve fingerprint-based localization
[62]. Specifically, [19] employs a particle filter fusion technique to combine relative motion information based
on step detection with WiFi signal strength measurements. and Zee [43] leverages the inertial sensors to track
pedestrians as they traverse an indoor environment. While simultaneously performing WiFi scans, it further
utilizes geometric constraints imposed by both mobility information and digital floorplan. Although having
gained remarkable accuracy, they generally rely on RSS fingerprint-based localization and IMU sensor-based
tracking, the accuracy and practical are facing enormous challenges in the real environment (e.g. fingerprint
temporal instability and spatial ambiguity [53], IMU drifting error and device placement restriction). On the contrary, iVR introduce visual localization result to calibrate IMU accumulation deviation and correct wireless based
localization result. Furthermore, iVR is device-placement-independent and free of labor-intensive site-survey.
Image-assisted Indoor Localization. Several works exist which utilize a fusion of camera and mobile sensors
with a wide variety of applications. Overlay [42] uses a combination of smartphone camera and various sensors
to build a geometric representation of an environment to enable augmented reality on the phone. Argus [58]
and ClickLoc [59] makes use of visual images to obtain extra position constraints for fingerprinting. Apart from
leveraging images captured from smartphone cameras, recent systems also use surveillance cameras to track
pedestrians. RAVEL [39] and EV-Loc [49] fuse anonymous visual detections captured by widely available camera
infrastructure, with radio readings. PHADE [7] and [24] rely on surveillance cameras to view user’s motion
patterns and compare the motion with the trajectory calculated from IMU sensors on the user’s phone to identify
each user and track them. TAR [35] resumes a user trajectory using shopper visual and BLE proximity trace. It
leverages a deep-neural-network(DNN)-based visual tracking and person re-identification, which is demonstrated
to have high latency and be computationally expensive. Association-Based Tracking (ABT) [3, 5] and Category
Free Tracking (CFT) [14, 18] are also open issues and active competitions in computer vision (even in machine
learning) field. Although these relevant works achieve high accuracy in pedestrian tracking, it is well known that
vision-based systems suffer from frequent LOS blockages in indoor environments. What’s even worse, they all rely
on high frame rates to identify different pedestrians, which is a waste of network bandwidth and computational
resources. Compared with these prior work, iVR leverages the light-weight framework to detect pedestrians
in each frame and associates the detection results with radio localization systems to track each user, which is
demonstrated to be more robust and works well at low frame rate (e.g. < 2fps).
Dedicated devices based Localization. Recently, several works based on physical layer Channel State
Information (CSI), Ultra-wide band (UWB) signal and ultrasonic to localize and track users and achieve decimeter
or centimeter level accuracy. SpotFi [28] achieves decimeter-level location accuracy by accurately computing
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the angle of arrival (AoA) of multipath components using CSI. LiFS [51] leverages the shadowing effect caused
by people’s blocking line-of-sight paths of Wi-Fi links to achieve passive localization. WiTrack [2] tracks the
3D motion of a user from the UWB signals reflected off her body. Dolphin [15] and BeepBeep [40] present a
new design for ultrasonic transmitters and receivers, using range approach to estimate the distance between
two cellular phones. While these technologies achieve even centimeter level accuracy, they currently are not
available on commodity smartphones for room-level and building-level indoor localization. Specifically, Wi-Fi
CSI is only available to some obsolete types of NICs (e.g. Intel 5300 and Atheros 9580) that are not used in
up-to-date new brand smartphones. UWB requires specific sensors that are not equipped on current smartphones.
Ultrasonic approaches also require specialized audio components. However, smartphones are only equipped with
commercial microphones and speakers that supports short-range localization and may generate acoustic noises
hearable to sensitive persons.
To conclude, while most of the existing approaches achieve remarkable accuracy for WiFi-based localization,
they usually in the meantime introduce additional costs and constraints such as peer cooperation, mobility hints,
digital floorplan information, and/or physical layer information, etc, which largely degrades the applicability and
ubiquity in practice especial the difficulty of deployment. In the contrary, our proposed approach is a zero cost
system without site survey and combines advantages of WiFi, PDR, and vision based on commodity smartphones
and pervasively deployed surveillance cameras, thus holding superior potentials for ubiquitous applications.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present iVR, a robust sub-meter accuracy indoor localization system that integrates observations
from pervasive surveillance cameras, wireless signals, and mobile sensors. By fusing observations from multiple
submodules, iVR successfully overcomes their respective drawbacks and yields great performance that is not
achievable by any single submodule alone. We implement iVR on commodity smartphones and conduct extensive
experiments in multiple buildings to validate its performance. We believe iVR takes a promising step towards
cross-technology system integration to shape a practical smartphone localization service.
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